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What Happened Last Week
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Another week with no major new EUA’s - this week we only saw amendments - see below.  


Please note that 32% of the future capacity in March and 42% in June are dependent on the FDA issuing new 

EUAs from large capacity manufacturers including Roche, Innova, Siemens, Cellex and E25Bio.  All of these 

are no-instrument lateral flow rapid antigen tests.
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12 amendments to IVD molecular tests


2 amendments to Laboratory Developed (LDT) molecular testing labs


1 amendment to antigen tests


2 amendments to serology tests 


The FDA issued: 

What to Watch for this Week 
 02/01/2021

All signs point to increased investment in at-home tests 


$231.8 million contractThe US signed a  to purchase 8.5 million Ellume at-home, over the counter, rapid 
antigen tests before the end of the year. To fulfill the contract, Ellume will be establishing a US-based 
manufacturing operation capable of producing 19 million tests each month.  








previously announced

Commentary: While it’s great to see investment in at-home tests, the impact of this capacity 
will not be available until Q3 and Q4 of 2021 and into 2022.  As reported in The Washington 
Post, the updated Ellume U.S. capacity of 100,000 tests a month from February to July is 
actually lower than  by Ellume of 1 million tests per day by June.   


https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2021/02/01/coronavirus-home-test-ellume/
https://www.vox.com/22178964/at-home-covid-tests-kit-rapid-ellume-abbott-lucira
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Try this one!

Initial data from multiple asymptomatic school screening programs suggest that prevalence rates in 
schools are generally lower than 0.5%, even in schools in communities where the community test 
positivity rates are between 6% and 10%. (Sources include: , , 

, and .) 



The new variants are becoming increasingly relevant and concerning. Need a primer?  

Food for Thought


New & Noteworthy


distrust in institutions

Chicago

Washington, D.C.

In New York City and in other cities around the country,  has led black families 
to keeping their children home and learning remotely at higher rates than white families. 



 Mayor Lori Lightfood and Chicago Public Schools CEO Dr. Janice Jackson have insisted 
that teachers return to the classroom in-person, but the date continues to be pushed back as the 
schools and Chicago Teachers Union are unable to reach an agreement about safe reopening. 



 schools were set to open Monday after an arbiter ruled Saturday night that the 
Washington Teachers’ Union’s concerns about safety were not valid reasons to delay reopening. The 
snow, however, kept everyone learning remotely on Monday. 

CDC study

Dr. Anthony Fauci

New  shows that school transmission in 17 rural Wisconsin's schools was not a major 
driver of spread and that school transmission rates were low, fueling calls to reopen schools from 
CDC officials and leaders at all levels of government.



 clearly stated his support for reopening schools and backing for CDC 
recommendations. 

reported

Maryland South Carolina

The UK  that a limited number of B.1.1.7 genomes have developed the concerning E484K 
mutation also observed in the South African and Brazil variants, highlighting the need for widespread 
genomic testing to monitor the rapidly evolving virus. 



Cases of the South African variant B.1.351 have been detected in multiple states across the US, 
including in  and . 


Support for school reopening at federal level face local resistance 

New insights on COVID-19 Variants

Large urban school districts attempt to reopen multiple challenges


Vivek MurthySurgeon General nominee  touts at home tests in interview with The New York Times’ Ezra 
Klein, saying the administration is interested in “investing in the production of better tests, of more 
accurate, more mobile… tests that could be performed at home, where we can both get samples and 
deliver results ideally in the home setting.” 

http://www.cic-health.com
https://jcma-llc.com/
http://www.ginkgobioworks.com
http://www.ginkgobioworks.com
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.22.21250339v1
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-most-worrying-mutations-in-five-emerging-coronavirus-variants/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/01/us/politics/school-reopening-black-families.html
https://wgntv.com/news/coronavirus/chicago-public-school-students-will-not-return-to-classrooms-monday-as-ctu-talks-stall/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/dc-schools-dispute/2021/01/31/3e90d7ea-63c8-11eb-8468-21bc48f07fe5_story.html
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7004e3.htm?s_cid=mm7004e3_w
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/fauci-backs-cdc-s-school-reopening-plan-we-need-try-n1256060
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/957504/Variant_of_Concern_VOC_202012_01_Technical_Briefing_5_England.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/30/maryland-confirms-case-of-south-african-covid-variant-thats-more-infectious.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/28/south-carolina-health-officials-detect-first-known-us-covid-cases-of-more-problematic-variant-from-south-africa.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/26/opinion/ezra-klein-podcast-vivek-murthy.html?showTranscript=1
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No significant changes from last week. Please note that 32% of the future capacity in March and 42% in June are 

dependent on the FDA issuing new EUAs from large capacity manufacturers including Roche, Innova, Siemens, 

Cellex and E25Bio.  All of these are no-instrument lateral flow rapid antigen tests.
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